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Overview

One of the keys to crypto mass adoption is to enable enterprises to develop capabilities to provide innovative 
services or products to engage with crypto-assets and blockchains. However, crypto-asset key management 
creates a unique challenge for enterprises to keep crypto-assets safe for their customers. There are several 
critical aspects they should consider.

In this white paper, we will introduce two critical building blocks of a winning key management solution: next-
gen security and flexibility to quickly adapt to new compliance requirements and embrace new innovation. 
You will learn how the Custonomy key management platform is designed with these critical building blocks in 
mind.
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Next-Gen Security

Once digital assets acquire a value, they attract the attention of cyber thieves. A report says 
more than $11bn worth of cryptocurrencies were stolen in different cryptocurrency hacking 
incidents since 2011. 

To tackle these security challenges, organizations maintain a tiered wallet architecture, 
building on multi-signature (multisig) wallets, to minimize risk of exposure of assets. Late 
solution leverages secure multi-party computation (MPC) to break down private keys into 
secret shards (Shamir Secret Sharing) so that keys never exist in a complete form and thus 
makes a single point of compromise of the private key impossible.

While using multisig wallets or MPC with Shamir Secret Sharing can effectively mitigate the 
risk of a single point of compromise, the “signing power” of the shares created with these 
tools are EQUAL. And that will potentially create some flaws. For example in the following 2 
out of 3 threshold signing setup scenario:
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We CANNOT enforce Entity C* to be a compulsory signing entity because A and B 
could co-sign to produce a valid signature. In organizations where signing hierarchy is 
important, we could assign different secret shards to signing entities according to their 
importance. For instance, the signing setup could be revised to a 3 out 4 threshold 
signing setup as:



1. An entity who possesses more secret shards bears more risks which is against a single point of failure.
2. For complex application requirements or organization needs, there might not be workable settings that 

fulfill the usage requirements or even so, it will become extremely complex to manage multiple key 
shards with each signing entity to minimize the risk of misuse of shards that lead to potential security 
breaches. 

To provide the highest level of security for our customers, Custonomy has developed a hierarchical 
threshold key management scheme that allows multiple tiers of threshold signing authorities, the first-
ever of its kind ever been introduced in the market. The multi-layer Threshold Scheme controls a set 
or a particular secret share that is mandatory and cannot be bypassed. All these desired properties are 
embedded mathematically in the cryptography of our MPC protocol. 

That makes our key management solution ultra secure and perfect for different use cases of different 
organizations, e.g. embedding the following access control in the cryptographic key:
 
• 2 out of 3 operation managers must sign
• 1 out of 2 api server must sign
• Department head must sign

Now you will always need C* to produce a valid signature.
 
Although in this specific scenario we could easily work around by 
leveraging the flexibility of MPC secret sharing settings, there are some 
undesirable flaws in this design: 
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Flexibility 

There are at least two dimensions of challenges that a successful crypto enterprise will face. One of the 
complexities is that regulatory requirements vary greatly from one jurisdiction to another. A perfect key 
management solution should be flexible enough to allow enterprises to fulfil these requirements and anticipate 
future changes. 

Comprehensive Compliance
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Let us use a typical example requirement (able to provide segregated accounts for clients) to demonstrate the 
flexibility, capability and possibility of the Custonomy key management platform. Clearly, a traditional tiered 
co-wallet solution will not be able to fulfil this requirement. The following diagram illustrates one of the simple 
but secure designs using our hierarchical threshold key management scheme.

In the design, each of the private keys are derived from 5 key shards using independent entropy sources. The 
5 key shards are further divided into 2 levels or groups of threshold. The green group comprises  1 out of 2 
threshold redundancy and could be used by the governance module to enforce system policies. 

The blue group comprises 2 out of 3 threshold setup and could be used for account level access control or 
authorization. The secret shards could be distributed between independent hardware security modules (HSM) 
and used in a physical location distinct from the rest of the MPC signing quorum. This simple design, not only 
provides an extreme level of account segregation, but also embeds system and account wise vertical access 
control in the cryptographic key structure.
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A borrower deposits Bitcoin as collateral in the escrow to the collateral. A lender transfers the loan amount to 
the borrower according to the agreed terms. When the loan is repaid, the lender or the escrow releases Bitcoin 
back to borrower’s wallet. We can replace the multisig collateral wallet setup with the following hierarchical 
key setup.

This setup requires an escrow key shard  and a lender/borrower key shard. The setup gives the escrow (service 
provider) mandatory control of the escrow wallet while preventing lender and borrower from collusion.  

The Custonomy key management platform also provides a comprehensive policy engine that the escrow 
lending service provider can use to monitor load repayment and automatically approves release of escrow 
funds.

Embrace New Innovation

Another challenge is that enterprises want to use innovation to scale 
companies and stay relevant. The underlying key management solution 
that they select should not hinder their creativities. In contrast, it should 
be flexible enough to help foster new innovations. 

An example says more than a thousand words. 
DeFi is the hot new crypto trend of 2020. Let 
us use a DeFi example to demonstrate how 
the Custonomy key management platform 
can help embrace new innovation. 

In this example we are going to launch a 
lending product  that users can borrow 
stablecoins like USDT and DAI in a peer-to-
peer fashion using Bitcoin as collateral. There 
are currently market players offering non-
custodial service using a multisig setup where 
lender, borrower and service provider (acting 
as an escrow) each get a key of the collateral 
wallet. 
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A typical deployment of the Custonomy key management platform will look like the following diagram:

Platform Architecture
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MPC Protocol Controller
Using patent pending technology, Custonomy enables customers to secure 
their crypto-assets with flexibility by eliminating the private key concepts. 
Custonomy’s users and Custonomy independently generate key shards 
that will be used for transaction signing, and the private key will never be 
reconstructed in one place which eliminates the risk of a single point of 
compromise. The multi-level hierarchy key shard scheme enables institutions 
and enterprises to:

Segregate Wallet Authorization for End User
When customers want to segregate the wallet to their end users, Custonomy MPC protocol allows them to 
simply create a wallet for their end customers and assign the authorization access right to their end customers. 
As such, end customers can control their assets securely with their control on your platform.

Secure Assets with Flexibility
Custonomy’s hierarchy key shard scheme allows some of the key shards owners not to participate during 
the transaction signing process and the multi-level hierarchy scheme enables customers to define complex 
combinations of required key shards according to their business needs. These make their crypto-assets ultra 
secure with flexibility and protect the crypto-assets from :

• External hackers
• Company internal thieves
• Compromise between company internal staffs and Custonomy

Policy Rule and Workflow 
An authorization workflow engine allows users to define different levels of policy 
including but not limited to address, transaction, time-based, user-based rules. 
The MPC protocol will only be executed for transaction signing when all the user 
defined policy rules are met. 

A workflow engine enables notification to the manager’s mobile apps and requests 
permission on the processing of the transaction signing. 

Full API Support
The Custonomy API allows customers to build their own custom applications 
with the MPC protocol and full control of the user defined policy via SDK. 
Customers can continue to innovate together by leveraging Custonomy MPC 
protocol without hassel. 



Custonomy Desktop
This is a desktop application that has full functionality on Custonomy including 
User Management, Policy Rule Management and Wallet Management. It can 
also be used to generate/manage the secret shard of the MPC wallets created 
by the platform.

Custonomy Signing Service  
This is an application service used to generate/manage the secret shard of 
wallets generated with Custonomy. The service is responsible for co-signing 
transactions with the authorization either from the end user using the 
Custonomy Mobile App or integration with external systems for validation 
for auto authorization.  Custonomy Signing Service can also be run on HSM 
to bring the security to a higher level of standard.  

A typical deployment of Customony for a customer usually consists of the following components: 

Custonomy Mobile App
This is a mobile application that has lite functionalities on Custonomy. Users use 
Custonomy Mobile App to review transaction requests and authorize Custonomy 
Signing Service to co-sign transactions. 

Systems of  Innovation
Our clients can build their own applications integrating with Custonomy 
MPC protocol.

Other Systems
Integration to systems like AML, KYC is typical in order to support automated 
authorization for co-signing.
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Conclusion

The Custonomy key management platform offers next-gen security, allowing crypto enterprises to embrace 
new and changing regulatory compliance requirements, and at the same time enabling business innovation. 

By introducing hierarchical key management, Custonomy is able to deliver an ultra secure solution that 
eliminates drawbacks and flaws of current solutions. The mathematical embedding of multi-layer Threshold 
Scheme control enables businesses to fully control and manage their digital asset in a secure and flexible 
manner. 

Our solution uses state-of-art multi-party computation (MPC) to securely interact with the blockchain and 
eliminate the most critical vulnerability - single point of failure introduced by private keys.

In addition, the Custonomy key managment platform offers innovative functions and features to help enterprises 
build core crypto-asset management capability and keep pace with rapid technology changes. These include 
a comprehensive policy layer that is able to keep track of not only predefined business rules but also on chain 
activities; an institutional grade approval engine providing additional level of control and authorization.
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